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Altman Siegel is proud to announce, Letter to Myself (when the world is on fire) an exhibition of new paintings, 
drawings, and sculptures by San Francisco based artist Koak. This marks Koak's second solo exhibition with 
the gallery. 
  
The artist’s signature mastery of line rendering and her complex, layered relationship to comics, character 
development, and gender-normative aesthetic roles are presented through an impressive new body of work. 
The exquisite technique Koak is known for allows her mark-making to appear beautifully effortless but is in 
fact the result of a rare type of generous and hand-made master craftsmanship. Three large scale paintings 
transform the main gallery, each featuring a figure in a window. Though no figure spills into the neighboring 
image, these scenes are hung to reference a singular exterior wall. Each vignette offers the viewer the ability 
to peer into varied moments of inquisition, awe, and fear as the subjects interact with the outside world.   
  
I have been making this show as a letter to myself. The show is about disaster—or about disaster and panic and failure. We 
get our news interspersed with kitten videos and go from California fires to California sunsets in the span of minutes. The line 
between danger and safety, calamity and calm, feels unmitigated—we move too quickly between the two to remember when to 
laugh or how to cry. Everything starts to feel like a mix of amplified emotion with the catatonic state of burnout blasé. I’ve tried 
to infuse humor, to froth in the absurdity that often accompanies tragedy, and to leave space for calmness when we are too tired 
for distress. 
  
In the painting, California Landscape #1, the artist continues her recent exploration into landscape, more 
specifically, a landscape in turmoil— a dramatic depiction of an energized forest fire painted in pink, brown, 
and hues of grey — which echoes the themes of stress present in many of the figurative works. This work 
also touches on themes of fragility, which are iterated throughout the exhibition. For example, in Self-Portrait 
w/Flowers, a distraught subject peers out from behind a network of cracks on a vase filled with 
deconstructed flowers, ready to burst, but holding strong in a moment before breaking. 
  
Highlighting the fluidity of modes of being, such as the combination of fragility with strength, is a 
continuing element in Koak’s work. This tension is again present in her newest bronze works, one of which 



    
 

 

portrays a seated figure with a serene and almost playful face, fanning herself, while simultaneously gripping 
her own hair. The other, a bronze tulip resting on its curled leaf, is worn, dripping with water, and dropping 
petals. The bathed flower is a repeating element throughout the exhibition, capturing a sense of futility in 
the human attempt to remedy our destructive impacts.   
  
I’m imagining this show as a reflection of the things I would collect if I were writing a letter to myself—the bits of images that 
feel like worries. In a way it’s an evolved continuation of a practice I started when I was younger. I would collect scraps of things 
to collage into letters to send away or things to keep— a sort of assemblage time capsule, cut-up from moments of the world 
around me…So this exhibition, each work presented with slight tonal variation to one another, (whether in style, color or how 
the paint is handled) reminds me of those letters…A letter written from a world on fire. 
 
  
Koak’s work has been the subject of solo exhibitions at Perrotin, Hong Kong, China; Union Pacific, 
London, UK; François Ghebaly, Los Angeles, CA; and Walden, Buenos Aires, Argentina. Group exhibitions 
include Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive, Berkeley, CA; XIAO Museum, China; Haverkampf 
Gallery, Berlin, Germany; and The Drawing Center, New York, NY. 
 
For more information, please contact Altman Siegel at info@altmansiegel.com or 415-576-9300. 
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In collaboration with the Rainbow Honor Walk and the artist’s Estate, Altman Siegel is delighted to present 
an exhibition of the portraiture of San Francisco legend, Beth Van Hoesen (1926–2010). 
 
A keen observer of detail, Van Hoesen’s prints and works on paper express a mastery of line that captures 
the unique eccentricities of her subjects and the vibrant Castro community in which she lived for nearly 50 
years. This exhibition focuses on her portraits of punks from the late 1980s and early ’90s, and a series of 
portraits commemorating The Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence, an order of queer and trans nuns. Started in 
the late ’70s, the Sisters are known for their activism, community service, ministry and outreach to those on 
the edges. All sales of the Sisters portraits benefit the Rainbow Honor Walk, the nonprofit organization that 
sponsors a monument of bronze sidewalk plaques in the Castro honoring lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, 
and queer individuals who have made a significant impact in global history. 
 
From her perch above the Castro, in a retrofitted firehouse that was her home and studio, Beth Van Hoesen 
hosted a drawing circle that regularly included her husband, Mark Adams, Theophilus Brown, Gordon 
Cook, Wayne Thiebaud, and Paul Wonner with other San Francisco notables including Robert Bechtle and 
Joan Brown occasionally sitting in. Committed to the practice of working from a live model, the artists hired 
a shared model and met weekly over the course of many decades. The ritual included drawing for several 
hours with a break for lunch and martinis before returning to the studio. While their names are well known 
today, this circle of isolated iconoclasts worked outside of the painting schools of Abstract Expressionism 
and Color Field that were all the rage when they came on the scene.  
 
Characterized by an emotional reserve that recalls scientific observation, Van Hoesen’s portraits nonetheless 
bring out the beauty and eccentricities of her varied subjects. Born in Boise, Idaho, in 1926, she studied 
painting at Stanford University and traveled to Mexico and Europe to study and frequent museums. She 
then enrolled at California School of Fine Arts (now the recently closed San Francisco Art Institute) to 
study under David Park and Clifford Still. Her interest in painting faded during the ’50s when she found her 
voice as a printmaker, reveling in the nuance and soft fine line of the intaglio print.  



    
 

 

 
Though steadfastly committed to the practice of drawing from a live model, Van Hoesen was primarily 
known for her masterful work as a fastidious printmaker. She considered her drawings as merely a means to 
that end, and did not exhibit them until later in life when she became intrigued by the punk culture taking 
hold in her San Francisco neighborhood in the 1980s. Often sourcing her models from the colorful 
characters animating the Castro neighborhood in which she lived, Van Hoesen’s drawings serve as a kind of 
ad hoc record of the vibrant community that remains one of the most prominent symbols of lesbian, gay, 
bisexual, transgender and queer activism in the world. 
 
 
Beth Van Hoesen has had solo exhibitions at numerous institutions including the Achenbach Foundation 
for Graphic Arts; Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco; the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art; The 
Oakland Museum of California; Contemporary Graphics Center of the Santa Barbara Museum of Art, 
California; and the Portland Art Museum, Oregon. She has participated in many group exhibitions 
nationally and internationally. Her work is included in many private and public collections including 
Achenbach Foundation for Graphic Arts, Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco, San Francisco, CA; Amon 
Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, TX; Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, IL; Baltimore 
Museum of Art, Baltimore, MD; Brooklyn Art Museum, Brooklyn, NY; Honolulu Museum of Art, 
Honolulu, HI; the Huntington, San Marino, CA; Iris & B. Gerald Cantor Center for Visual Arts, Stanford 
University, Stanford, CA; Library of Congress, Washington, DC; Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 
NY; Mills College, Oakland, CA; Minneapolis Institute of Arts, Minneapolis, MN; Morgan Library and 
Museum, New York, NY; Museum of Modern Art, New York, NY; Oakland Museum of California, 
Oakland, CA; Portland Art Museum, Portland, OR; San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, San Francisco, 
CA; San Jose Museum of Art, San Jose, CA; and the Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 
 
For more information please contact info@altmansiegel.com or 415-576-9300. 
 


